
Today: 
Admin stuff, 
Art Theory
Aesthetics definition 

Schedule
Due tonight: Syllabus agreement in Canvas.

Table Tents: bring them to every class or store them here

Check out the 99% Invisible podcast.
Design oriented podcast. 99% of design work is invisible. Quite varied content.
https://99percentinvisible.org/

Yes, clickers today
No AESDES.org login invite: Email Aryan.gandhi@colorado.edu with your identikey email 

Tas
Shrey.Solanki@colorado.edu
Aryan.Gandhi@colorado.edu

Waitlist
Remote sections should be open but don't seem to be: we're working on it.
Let me know if you can't take the remote section for some reason. Remote students are always 
welcome to attend in-person.

Don't forget to start your design notebook. Doodling counts.

Upcycling Check In
5 minutes:Talk to the people at your table/room. What are you doing for Upcycle? Exchange at least one 
question or one suggestion

Coming from across campus? Arriving late?
Listen via Zoom as you walk.

Today: Straight lines, circle practice. Choose a pattern and repeat it to fill a triangular space. 
Part of the challenge is to keep it consistent; don't make changes partway through.
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Piet Mondrian

Clickers
Which major theory fits each work?
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In groups
List an aesthetic. What are the characteristics that a work needs to satisfy?
Examples from previous years:

Tropical: natural shapes, bright colors, high contrast1)
Academia, earth tones, books, wood paneling, old with intricate patterns2)
Glow wave: geometric, lights, black background, neon3)

The range of artifacts that are designed, and could be considered art, is 
broad: Design theorist Victor Margolin divides design into three 
categories:

Industrial design, including products, graphic, stage, interior, and 
fashion

1)

Engineering or computer design2)
"Immaterial products": techniques, services, processes. 

Student-centered teachinga.
Patient-centered health careb.
An energetic garbage man. Has a vision of what a great garbage 
man does, and does it.

c.

Athletics? Sports?d.

3)
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Glow wave: geometric, lights, black background, neon3)
Minimalism. Light colors, simple shapes, focused on functionality4)
Cereal boxes. Crazy mascot, large image of the grains, bright colors5)
Modern architecture: simplicity, monotone, sleek, blocky (large scale) Engineering Center -
Brutalist

6)

Modern gothic style: dark, ornate, intricate, stone, metal, wood, made into creatures7)
Workwear aesthetic; paint splatters, earth tones, dirty, worn, Carhart. Overalls. 8)
Steampunk: open mechanisms, brass, steel, complexity, 1890s- 1920 styles9)
Industrial: gray metal tones, sleek, shiny, bare, utilitarian, unrefined. Exposed ductwork, polished 
concrete floors

10)

This year: had discussion, no time to harvest results. Will do next class.
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